Time/Place

This meeting is a hybrid teleconference and IRC chat. Anyone is welcome to join...here's the info:

- **Time:** 11 am Eastern Daylight Time US (UTC-4)
- **Voice**
  - Via Skype+: Dial from anywhere: \+9900827047086940 (callto://\+9900827047086940)
  - Via Phone+: US Number: +1 (201) 793-9022, Room #7086940
- **IRC:**
  - Join the #duraspace chat room via Freenode Web IRC (enter a unique nick)
  - Or point your IRC client to #duraspace on irc.freenode.net

Agenda

3.5:

- Status of FCREPO-909
  - Notes from last week:
    - Few more days needed
    - Tomcat tries (and fails sometimes) to add content-length headers when none are present.
      - Therefore, when fedora doesn't explicitly add a content-length header, we will say that content-length is not guaranteed to be present. People should not depend on Tomcat's behavior and assume content-length will always be present.
    - Aaron looking to create a "fedora passes along content-length from service if one is given" test

Status of last week's items:

- Eddie updating activeMQ library
- Aaron taking a look at disabling live xml validating if no network connection
- Aaron looking at update process
- Ben adding some spring tests

Testing starting this week?

- Already have Steve signed up for windows (postgres) tests, Eddie for mac (mysql, postgres), Aaron for linux (mysql, postgres)